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Harsh Reality
Mau-ti Supply Depot
Hebei Province, Liao
Prefecture V, The Republic of the Sphere
14 July 3134

“Operation’s gone tits up, boss. Bunker Two’s on fire and spreading fast.
Bunker One is toast. What do you want us to do?”
That snapped her back to reality, memory washing over her like a tidal
flood. They were in the midst of a battle and here she was cautiously testing out her ‘Mech like some virgin cadet. Get with the program, Kincaid.
Though her monitors were still out, Eve now had a clearer view of the
battlefield out her cockpit glass. The spider web of cracks in the center of
the left pane did not obscure the several BattleMechs strewn in various
positions across a paved but potholed ground before her. Some were
already standing, though unsteadily, while others knelt. Some lay prone
and didn’t appear to be functional at all. Most of them bore the markings
of the Fifth Principes Guards. Many more vehicles had been damaged,
flipped, crushed.
Eve’s step hiccuped as the foot of her Mad Cat briefly caught on something before pulling itself free. Or maybe it was just shock from the sight
that greeted her when she turned her gaze towards the supply depot her
forces had been guarding.
Where once had stood the two reinforced bunkers of the Mau-ti Supply
Depot, there now was merely destruction. One of the low-slung buildings
was the center of a growing conflagration, orange flames licking skyward,
punctuated every few seconds with small detonations as the munitions
stored within added their strength to the blaze. She helplessly watched a
Principes Tundra Wolf, silhouetted against the flames, dance to a macabre
tune as its load of missiles overheated and exploded in their bins, jerking
the 75-ton machine around like a marionette.
The other bunker was simply…gone. What remained was a smoking
crater and the thinning whisps of a large black cloud billowing upwards to
the heavens. Scattered around the destruction were several BattleMechs
and mangled vehicles. A Balac had crashed headlong into the ground not
twenty meters from her own position; from the damage she could see, Eve
guessed it had been flying over the doomed bunker when it erupted and
flung aside like litter. She quickly scanned the wreckage and took a little
comfort when she saw the charred outline of a red-plumed knight. That
was a McCarron’s Balac, not one of her own. And that over there was a McCarron’s Hatchetman with half its torso caved in, its head barely attached.
But she couldn’t gloat too much. Yoshi’s Firestarter. Stevenson’s Shockwave. The Fox they’d affectionately nicknamed “Rumrunner”. All hers. All
motionless. Casualties on the field.
That was that, then. There wasn’t any reason to stick around the depot
anymore. Eve Kincaid, Knight-Errant of The Republic of the Sphere, hated
like hell to retreat from McCarron’s assault, but if the supply depot she
was supposed to be protecting was turning to ashes before her eyes,
she’d be better off letting the Cappies have it and saving her own people.
“All units, this is Tiger Actual,” she transmitted on the Principes’ tactical
band. “Fall back by the numbers. We’re history.” The words were bitter on
her tongue. The next were almost too much to get out.
“Let the foe have their prize.”

The blackness slowly congealed into colors, first red then orange then
shading into yellows and greens and blues until finally her vision was
mostly normal. She shook her head to clear it, immediately cursing as
pain ricocheted around inside her skull. She coughed and was not surprised to see a smattering of blood fleck across her console. Her ears were
filled with a high-pitched whine backed by a roar like a tornado.
As she gained her bearings, she noticed that everything seemed offkilter, as if the world had suddenly tilted a few degrees off horizontal. It
took her several seconds to realize that it was her ‘Mech leaning to the
left, not her reality. Her left arm had been slammed against the side wall
of the cockpit by the weight of her own body and was starting to throb
with pain. She tried to shift her body but found herself too stunned to do
more than wiggle about ineffectually. A glance at her monitors showed
her little but staticky and fleeting images that didn’t make a whole lot of
sense. From what little she could make out, a jumble of noise emanated
from her speakers, a testimony that others were experiencing the same
disorientation as herself.
I am Knight-Errant Eve Kincaid of The Republic of the Sphere, she recited
in her mind. I am on the planet Liao. I was fighting the... MAC... at... Mau-ti?
Yes, that seemed right.
The fuzz in her brain was gradually ebbing, replaced more and more
by the world around her. She could now see out the ferroglass cockpit
window. Judging by the view, she was leaning against some kind of
groundcar or other small vehicle that had obviously broken her fall. But
what had knocked her down?
Shaking her head again, Eve reached for the joystick controls of her
‘Mech. Powering through the nausea that arose in her stomach from such
an effort, she focused her concentration through her neurohelmet while
simultaneously working the foot pedals until her BattleMech—a Mad Cat
III, she recalled—was once more standing erect. The effort weakened her,
but she could feel her strength beginning to return.
Eve looked down through her cockpit window to see what
had propped her up. Looked like maybe a Shandra scout
car, now crushed almost beyond recognition by the
55-ton monster that had fallen on it.
“—er Actual, Tiger Actual. Come in, Tiger
Actual!”
Good, her hearing was coming back.
“Tiger One, this is Tiger Actual. What
the hell was that?” Tentatively, Eve
kicked her ‘Mech into forward
motion, testing out her unsteady
legs one foot at a time. She knew
she could count on her XO –
Gino Valenti! – to give her a
calm and rational update on
their situation.
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elcome to Dark Age Turning Points: Liao, a campaign book designed to give players the opportunity to fight in one of the landmark conflicts of the Inner Sphere’s tumultuous history.
The general information contained in the Atlas and Combatants sections gives players the tools needed to fight an infinite
number of engagements on Liao, while the Track section gives details on some of the larger and more pivotal battles of the planetary
struggle. These sections can be used with stand-alone games set in 3134.
The Atlas section presents a global view followed by some quick facts about Liao. Included in this section are terrain tables broken
into various categories. These tables can be used as a random chart to determine the maps used in the tracks or simply as a guide to give
you ideas of the types of terrain found on the world. This section also contains a list of various additional terrain types, environment, and
other rules that can be used to enhance your game experience. All players should agree whether or not to use any or all of these features
before play begins.
The Combatants section gives details on the units who participated in the conflict and can be used by players who wish to add
authenticity to their game. While the units who actually participated in the battles are noted, in most cases the numbers on each side are
left undetermined. This allows the players to pursue the tracks with different forces as they wish. The rough ratio of forces on each side is
provided as a guideline. Players should feel free to balance the forces in each track as they see fit, whether by battle value, tonnage, total
number of ’Mechs, or whatever else suits them.
The Tracks section presents several key battles that occurred on the world, though they are not the only ones. Players wishing to
incorporate these tracks into their Chaos Campaign campaigns should use the Warchest Points (WP) listed in the brackets. Optional
points are awarded only if the group achieves at least one Objective while using the listed option. Objective points are cumulative as
they are achieved, unless otherwise noted.
The Annex section contains three official Record Sheets. First is the Mad Cat III of Lady Eve Kincaid, Knight-Errant of the Republic. Next
is the Yu Huang of Sang-shao Carson Rieves of the Dynasty Guard, and finally the Praetorian Mobile HQ used by Shiao-zhang Mai Uhn Wa
throughout the conflict.
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Beilù
(Northern Continent)

The planet settled in 2189 and originally named Cynthiana by Elias Liao is a nondescript and rather dull world with few outstanding physical features or extreme
weather patterns. The vast grasslands on the northern and southern continents of
Nánlù and Beilù provided ample space to raise livestock. Under Liao’s leadership
and with the benefit of imported Eridani stallions and other animals, Cynthiana
became a breadbasket world supplying inexpensive foodstuffs to worlds throughout the region. By the time Liao died in 2202, the colony had flourished to such an
extent that by popular referendum the planet was renamed in honor of their leader.
When Devlin Stone claimed Liao as part of his new Republic of the Sphere, the
citizenry was torn between their Capellan heritage and the excitement of the postJihad victory. Though many supported Stone’s ambitions, just as many, if not more,
were skeptical and wary of leaving the Confederation. Liao was a major target for
the hated Resettlement Directives and Senator Melissa Allard-Liao became a vocal
opponent of the policy until its repeal in 3095.
Tensions between the two sides reached a boiling point in 3111. In that year, a
young RAF lieutenant named Daniel Peterson allowed a single Capellan DropShip
to land on Liao. His hopes for a simple fight to resolve the internal conflict between
heritage and progress were dashed when the DropShip disgorged an unexpected
number of Capellan troops into the streets of the capital city of Chang-an. The resulting Liao Massacre (also called the Night of Screams) and the subsequent two
years of war ultimately claimed the lives of millions of citizens, including Lieutenant
Peterson’s own parents and retired Senator Allard-Liao. In the final battle in March
3113, Chancellor Sun-Tzu Liao himself took the field with his forces and “ascended”
to godhood during the battle. Whatever the true explanation, his body was never
found and a small cult to his divinity grew up on Liao in the following decades.
The end of the war failed to bring peace to Liao, however. Students at the rebuilt
Liao Conservatory of Military Arts chafed under what they claimed were anti-Capellan prejudices. Those cadets who sat courses in Capellan history or culture were
seemingly blacklisted upon graduation, receiving less desirable assignments and
watching their careers stall while their more pro-Republic comrades fared better.
Though the events of 3134 would later provide evidence showing that their claims
were correct, the cadets had to resort to demonstrations and peaceful protests to
mark their resentment. By 3128, two years of manipulation by Capellan agitators
had the Conservatory ready to explode. The seizure of the campus by disgruntled
cadets and the violent reaction by Legate Kang Lo Den resulted in the deaths of
two students. A full assault on the dissenters was prevented only through the intervention of Paladin Ezekiel Crow. Using his authority, Crow covered up Capellan
complicity in the student revolt and pressured Legate Kang to resign in disgrace.
Though tensions returned to a simmer, the birth of the Ijori Dè Guāng insurgent
group in the wake of the failed student revolt presaged the troubles to come.

1D6 Result

Nánlù
(Southern Continent)

Liao MAPSHEETS TABLE

1D6 Result

Map

1

Scattered Woods (MS2, MSC2)

2

Open Terrain #1 (MS5, MSC1)

3

Open Terrain #2 (MS5, MSC1)

Anderia

ATLAS

Liao

Map

1

Open Terrain #1 (MS5, MSC2)

2

Rolling Hills #1 (MS2, MSC1)

3

Scattered Woods (MS2, MSC1)

4

Lake Area (MS2, MSC1)

5

Open Terrain #2 (MS5, MSC2)

6

Heavy Forest #2 (MS4, MSC1)

4

Wide River (MS6, MSC2)

5

BattleTech (CBT, MS2, MSC1)

6

Woodland (MS6, MSC2)

1D6 Result

Map

1

Archipelago #1 (MS7)

2

Coast #1 (MS7)

3

City Ruins (MS2, MSC1)

4

Large Lakes #2 (MS4, MSC1)

5

Scattered Woods (MS2, MSC1)

6

Woodland (MS6, MSC2)

NOTE: Anderia was the victim of chemical warfare and massive bombardment
during the Jihad and has only recently (as of 3130) become habitable again.

Mapsheets
The following tables represent the categories of terrain that can
be found on the battlefields of Liao. Players may either select a map
from the appropriate table or randomly determine which map to use,
unless otherwise specified by the scenario. MS = Map Set, MSC = Map
Set Compilation, BT = Classic BattleTech Introductory Box Set.
Optional Rules

If all players agree, the following particular effects from Tactical
Operations (TO) may be used to add specific Liao aspects to the battles
played out.
Terrain Modifications

Weather Conditions

Bug Storm (See p. 40, TO)		
Mud (see p. 50, TO)		
Thin Snow (see p. 52, TO)		
Ice (see p. 50, TO)		
Swamp (see p. 51, TO)
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Heavy Fog (see pp. 57, TO)
Lightning Storm (see p. 59, TO)
Tornado (see p. 61, TO)
Light Hail (see p. 57, TO)

COMBATANTS

Combatants

VEHICLES AND INFANTRY

BATTLEMECHS

random assignment table:
Liao Insurgents
2D6

Result

2

Jabberwocky 66B EngineerMech

3

CON-1 Carbine ConstructionMech (RL)

4

HVR-99 Harvester AgroMech

5

RA-4 CattleMaster (Herder)

6

WI-DM2 DemolitionMech

7

Powerman XI LoaderMech

8

BC-XV Buster HaulerMech (AC)

9

HYN-4A Hyena SalvageMech

10

K-3N-KR4 Kiso ConstructionMech

11

PM6 Peacemaker PoliceMech

12

ED-X2 Crosscut LoggerMech (RL)

2D6
Result

vehicles

infantry

1

Crow Scout Helicopter

Motorized

2

Flatbed Truck

Foot

3

Brunel Dump Truck

Foot

4

Rotunda Scout Vehicle

Foot

5

Savannah Master Hovercraft

Purifier battle armor

6

Tamerlane Strike Sled

Motorized

This section lists the combat units active in the Liao campaign. The
Experience Level indicates which column to roll on using the Random
Skills Table (see p. 273, TW) for the combatants.
RAT shows which Random Assignment Table (see pp. 5-6) to roll units
from if randomly determining a force. To build a unit (if not using a
player-defined unit from a campaign), follow the Unit Generation rules
in Total Warfare (see p. 264, TW).
Unit Abilities are special game rules that apply to that unit in combat.
Keep in mind these rules are optional and all players should agree to
their use before gameplay begins.
Capellan Confederation
Second McCarron’s Armored Cavalry
CO: Sao-shao Terrence McCarron
Average Experience: Veteran
RAT: Capellan Confederation
Unit Abilities: The hovertank companies of Second McCarron’s are masters
of the hit and run. Any time their force
consists of no units heavier than medium vehicles or BattleMechs, add 1 to
their Running/Flank MP and all units
ignore Attacker movement modifiers
for weapon attacks. The Second can also
use the Overrun Combat special ability.
In mostly clear or open terrain, they gain a +1 Initiative modifier.
Notes: As part of the general Capellan thrust into the Republic, a battalion of the 2nd MAC was sent to Liao by the Strategios to liaise with
local insurgents and prepare the way for the Dynasty Guard. Sao-shao
McCarron was initially wary of the local partisans but quickly came to see
them as allies. Many times, the MAC would find themselves accompanied
by local farmers and ranchers in civilian vehicles and armed with shotguns and hunting rifles. The majority of this MAC detachment consists of
vehicles only; the unit brought only a single lance of BattleMechs to Liao.
Dynasty Guard (Fourth Capellan Hussars)
CO: Sang-shao Carson Rieves
Average Experience: Elite
RAT: Capellan Confederation
Unit Abilities: As one of the premier units in the
Capellan Armed Forces, the Dynasty Guard inspires
its allies to greater results. One Guard unit should
always be designated as Sang-shao Rieves; as long as
his unit remains active on the board, the Guard and
all allied forces receive a +2 Initiative bonus. However, Rieves is prejudiced against irregular forces;
the Guard and their allies suffer a -2 penalty to their
Initiative rolls in any engagement where they fight
alongside a non-traditional force. This penalty replaces the bonus given
when Rieves is on the board.
Notes: Led by the haughty Sang-shao Rieves, the Dynasty Guard
was the main force sent to liberate Liao. They arrived with supplies and
weapons for the local insurgents but Rieves distributed them parsimoniously. The Guard was meant to be the hero of the liberation but they
were overshadowed by the students of the Conservatory and the reborn
House Ijori.
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Tracks

Man, we used to bitch and moan all the time about being
stationed here in Opskillion. It’s too hot. The local cuisine tastes
like ass. There is nothing to do in this town when you’re off-duty.
The women are stuck up and frigid. We never see any action.
Now they tell us that we’ve got McCarron’s coming down on
us. McCarron’s Armored Frickin’ Cavalry. That ain’t no pirate raid
or disgruntled noble; that’s the mother-flippin’ CapCon. Shit.
I think I liked it better when Opskillion was boring.

The Real Thing
SITUATION
Opskillion
Liao, Republic of the Sphere
20 June 3134

The first major action in the fight for Liao took place near the city of Opskillion on the southern Nánlù continent. A mostly sleepy
backwater town whose main claim to fame was the CitruSoda sweetened cola bottling plant located nearby, the local garrison was not
used to seeing any action more strenuous than a heavy training exercise. So when McCarron’s Armored Cavalry came to call, they were
hopelessly outclassed.
GAME SETUP
Recommended Terrain: Flatlands, Hill, Light Urban (see p. 263,
TW) or Nánlù (see p. 3).
Place 2 mapsheets side by side with the long edges together.
Designate one side as the city limits of Opskillion; this is the Defender’s home map edge. Exiting units off the Defender’s home
map edge means those units have entered the city. The Attacker’s
home map edge is the opposite side.
Attacker
Recommended Forces: Second McCarron’s Armored Cavalry
The Attacker is 125% of the Defender’s deployed force. No more
than 25% of the Attacker’s force can consist of BattleMechs (to a
maximum of 4), the rest should be vehicles and/or infantry. When
determining units randomly, all BattleMechs should be rolled from
the Light RATs. The Attacker’s forces should set up within four
hexes of the Attacker’s home map edge.
Defender
Recommended Forces: Liao Planetary Militia
The Defender places his or her units first, within four hexes of
the Defender’s home map edge. The Defender’s forces can contain
no more than one lance of BattleMechs; the rest consists of infantry and combat vehicles.
WARCHEST
Track Cost: 100 WP
Optional Bonuses:
+100 High Winds: Apply a +2 To-hit modifier to all ballistic and
missile weapons fire, as well as a +2 modifier to all Piloting Skills
Rolls. When rolling on the Missile Hits Table, subtract 4 from the
die roll; on a modified result of less than 2, the missile attack misses
the target.

+100 Night Combat: A lack of ambient light degrades the ability of BattleMechs to target and hit an opposing unit. Apply a +2
To-hit modifier to all weapon attacks. Other unit types apply a +3
To-hit modifier to all weapon attack rolls.
OBJECTIVES
1. Heading into town. For every unit the Attacker succeeds
in exiting off the Defender’s home map edge, or every Attacking
unit the Defender cripples or destroys before they can exit off the
Defender’s home map edge. (Reward: 25)
2. No quarter. Cripple/destroy 75% of the enemy’s forces. (Reward: 200)
SPECIAL RULES
The following rules are in effect for this track:
Forced Withdrawal
Both sides are operating under Forced Withdrawal rules (see p.
258, TW), unless negated by special unit rules (see pp. 6-7).
Salvage
The Salvage rules (see pp. 192-193, SO) may be used by the
player that achieves the most Objective points in the track.
AFTERMATH
As expected by their commander, the local militia was no match
for the fresher and more experienced Cavalry troops. When it became clear that they wouldn’t be able to hold the line, the militia
forces retreated, hoping to put the city between themselves and the
MAC so they could escape. The fires that erupted throughout the
city during their retreat were blamed on the militia by the victorious Capellans and on the Capellans by the planetary government,
though no one could say with any certainty how they really began.
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